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Abstract
Image segmentation technology has immediate
application to compression where image regions can be
identified and economically coded for storage or
transmission. Normally segmentation identifies regions
that are uniform and homogeneous with respect to some
characteristic such as colour or texture and ideally these
regions coincide with image objects and thereby offer the
potential of huge compression ratios.
This paper
proposes a technique for colour variability reduction that
only affects background material and leaves perceptually
important areas unchanged.

1. Introduction
There is a huge literature on the subject of image
segmentation [5] and a wealth of results on specific
applications. Important applications include the isolation
and identification of subject material with a view to
improving the performance of image categorisation and
retrieval techniques. Applications also extend to contentaware compression in which information in background
regions is reduced whilst maintaining image quality in the
principal areas of attention.
Feature based methods [2,8,9,10] rely upon prespecified measurements such as colour and texture, that
map pixels into clusters representing different regions in
the image. Currently there is no way of knowing the
number of clusters that may be present in an image or
whether they correspond to real objects. Furthermore the
features are often image dependent and it is unclear how
to select such features to obtain satisfactory performance.
Region base approaches [3, 4] have been developed
that take account of the spatial location of pixels to obtain
region compactness. However, such methods have an
inherent dependence on the initial conditions and the
order in which pixels are examined.
Many techniques incorporate edge detection [1] to
define the boundaries of the regions they contain. These
approaches do not work well where the edges are

numerous or not well defined. In addition they are
sensitive to noise and it is often difficult to ensure that
contours or boundaries are closed.
Colour histograms [7] rely upon the presence of peaks
of colour frequencies and therefore do not work well on
images without such peaks. Furthermore no account is
taken of spatial relationships and region contiguity cannot
be guaranteed.
The commonly used N colour
compression algorithm calculates the most used N colours
in an image and replaces all other colour pixels by their
closest match in a suitable colour space. This compression
approach also pays no regard to the relative location of
colour instances or the perceptual significance of colour
co-locations and can lead to unacceptable artefacts in the
image.
A difficulty that all segmentation algorithms face
concerns the placement of region boundaries in areas of
high visual attention. Such areas are naturally anomalous
and contain a high density of meaningful information for
an observer. This means that in general any attempt to
segment these areas is likely to be arbitrary and damaging
because there is little or no information in the surrounding
regions or elsewhere in the image that can be usefully
employed to determine the correct processing.
This paper describes a method of transforming images
that lessens colour variations whilst retaining detail in
areas of the image that attract high visual attention. The
approach makes use of an algorithm [6] that estimates
visual attention to determine which pixels to transform
and the magnitude of the change. The visual attention
mechanism is modeled on ideas that have their counterpart
in surround suppression in primate V1 [15]. Petkov et al.
[14] use this model and confirm qualitative explanations
of visual pop-out effects. Whereas Petkov et al obtain
their results using pre-selected orientation sensitive Gabor
energy filters, the approach described here is not so
restricted and generates features appropriate to the image
in question. In this way features that determine levels of
attention, which may or may not be orientation dependent,
are not excluded from consideration.
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Figure 2. Grey level texture sample

2. Algorithm
Neighbourhoods of pixels A are compared with randomly
selected neighbourhoods of pixels B elsewhere in the
image and each time a match is found an average colour
value is updated using the colour of pixel B. The colours
of pixels A are replaced in the transformed image with the
average colour of all Pixels B in matching
neighbourhoods. Pixels A lying in regions of interest are
mapped into the transformed image unchanged. The
algorithm may be reapplied to the transformed image if
further enhancement is required.
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neighbourhood of x match corresponding pixels around y.
A threshold d determines whether a colour component is
sufficiently different to constitute a pixel mismatch. If a
match is found a counter M is incremented and the values
of the colour components at y are used to compute a
running average.
Following a match the process returns to selecting a
fresh neighbourhood around x containing n random
pixels, otherwise it returns to select a new y without
changing the pixel neighbourhood. When the comparison
count I exceeds the threshold L, and the match count M is
greater than a threshold m (typically 0.1*L), the colour of
the pixel at x in the transformed image is given the
average value of the colours of the M pixels found to have
matching neighbourhoods. Otherwise the pixel in the
original image at x is copied unchanged into the
transformed image.
This means that pixels representing areas of high
attention will be unlikely to be altered because only low
values of M will be obtained in these image regions. The
processing described in the next section employs
parameter values L = 10, m = 1, d = 50, r = 1, and n = 3.
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Figure 1. Algorithm flowchart
Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the algorithm outline. n
random pixels are selected in the neighbourhood of x
within a radius r. A random pixel at y is then selected
elsewhere in the image and a comparison count I
incremented. If the value of I does not exceed the value
of the threshold L a test for a match between the
neighbourhoods of A and B is carried out.
The
neighbourhoods match if the colour of all n pixels in the

4.1. Grey Levels
The grey level image (442x360) of a texture [10] is
shown in Figure 2 together with a Visual Attention (VA)
map in which lighter pixels correspond to lower values of
M and a higher measure of salience.
The figure shows three successive transformations of
this image together with decreasing entropy values. The
transformations preserve many of the significant features
in the image and gradually replace most of the less
important regions with an average grey level. The grey
level variability is considerably reduced.
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Figure 4. JPEG image

4.2. Colour
The main subject material in the colour image
(640x416) in Figure 3 is clearly outlined in the attention
map.
Two successive transformations suppress the
background almost completely and the spread of the red,
green and blue channels is narrowed. The main subject is
not perceptibly affected.
This application is related to work on “inpainting”
[17,18,19] in which parameters derived from the global
picture are used, for example, to implement seamless
cloning and remove overprinting text.
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4.4. Artefact removal
The ability of the transformation to remove
background detail can be applied to the enhancement of
images degraded by compression artefacts. For example,
JPEG coding often introduces intrusive blockiness that is
distracting and lowers the perceived quality of the image.

4.3. Compression
The original JPEG image (640x416) in Figure 4
occupies 15299 bytes. As before the background in the
three successively transformed images is suppressed
whilst the foreground subjects of the boat and the
mountain outline are preserved.
The reduced number of colours, as reflected by the
entropy values, and removal of some detail offer scope for
compression.
The JPEG encoding at the same
quantization level for the transformed images produced
files of sizes a) 12939 bytes, b) 12132 bytes and c) 11586
bytes in Figure 3 representing a 24% reduction from the
original.
The results indicate a trend towards a
monochromatic background unless the colours are
significantly different in the original.
A previous
application of visual attention models to image
compression [6] achieved high compression by adjusting
the JPEG quantization level according to the magnitude of
the saliency measure, but introduced many distorting
artefacts. More recently visual attention maps have been
used to extend the JPEG 2000 compression standard with
some success [16].

Figure 5. JPEG artefact suppression
Figure 5 illustrates the effectiveness of the transform at
removing uninformative and distracting colour
boundaries, but is unable to eliminate artefacts that attract
as much attention as the principal subject areas. No
comparison has been made with conventional deblocking
filters for this example [12].

5. Discussion
Content based compression algorithms must take
account of the meaningful parts of the image if the
perceived quality of the image is not to be seriously
damaged. In the absence of any a priori knowledge of the
subject material of interest, it is likely that measures of
saliency will in general provide the best guide for such
algorithms.

Saliency is often measured [8,9] using filters based
upon combinations of features such as colour, luminance,
contrast, edge orientations and others. However, it seems
unlikely that such a set of pre-selected measurements will
perform optimally over the whole area of an image and
over every image in a diverse database. Instead the
approach described in this paper generates thousands of
random features and applies them on a trial and error basis
as an integral part of the calculation of the attention value.
Features that do not detect salience in any one image
location are discarded with the result that the features used
to measure visual attention could be different at every
pixel in every image. The algorithm is therefore not
restricted by or dependent upon any group of specific
pattern measurements. Furthermore the method does not
require a process of training or the gathering of
representative training sets.
The computation for a 640x416 image takes 4.5
seconds on a 1GHz machine using C++. However, the
processing for separate areas of the image or for each
pixel is independent and may be carried out in parallel and
therefore implementations would be possible for images at
many times faster than real time video.

6. Conclusions
A new approach to image processing has been
described that has application to image enhancement and
compression. It takes account of the perceived regions of
interest and is not tailored for certain categories of image
through the pre-selection of feature measurements. The
experiments to date have been limited to relatively small
numbers of images and further work is necessary (the
images can be obtained from [13]). Some work has been
carried out to validate the visual attention model against
human visual performance, but again more research is
necessary [11].
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